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Shellfish
•

Low impact aquaculture - No medicines No food No chemicals

•

All sectors expanding (bar native oysters)

•

Scottish farmed shellfish market farm gate value was £12.4 Million in 2017

• Mussels
8232 tonnes 2017
Rope grown
Spat collected in wild
Boat access

• Oysters
3.8 million Pacific 2017
200’000 Native 2017
Grown in baskets or on
Trestles
Spat bought in
Shore access

• Scallops
47’000 Scallops 2017
273’000 Queenies 2017
Grown in lanterns or
‘ranched’
Spat collected in wild
Boat access

Oyster Farming

from an Ockran Oysters perspective

• Set up in 2013 in Loch Kannaird
• Mainly Pacific oysters some
native
• Main market Skye, the rest local

• Buy in spat from
Guernsey or
Morecambe Bay
• Lay out on trestles
• Keep bags clean
• Stop shells fusing
• Facilitate growth of
‘good’ shell shape
• Grade
• Thin
• Count

Counting and Grading…then and now!
Marel - The difference
between madness and sanity

The new Marel Grader!
120 Oysters a minute!

Thank you to our
F.L.A.G
and the EU who part
funded this wonderful
machine.

Sell them!

Issues
Tides all tides are not the same…….
Plankton
•
•

FSS water and flesh samples
Independent batch testing

E.Coli
•

Depuration

Access
Scottish people
Seasonality
Ocean acidification

Seaweed
Historically
• Fertiliser
• Food for people and animals
• Kelp burning – 18th -19th century –potash and soda – profit to
the lairds. Seasonal. Ended when barilla from Spain and rock
deposits becoming available for less money.
Currently there is a huge and growing demand for seaweed
•
•
•
•
•

Alginate
‘Superfood’
Biofuel
Animal food
Plastic substitute – we need to stop looking for disposable
options. Disposable is bad. It doesn’t matter if its alginate ,
corn starch or plastic, they all have a price.

Integrated Multi Trophic
Aquaculture
(the dream…or my dream at
least)

www.greenwave.org

• IMTA or Multi Trophic Farms or 3D ocean farming
• Farming different species of shellfish and seaweed alongside
each other.
• Seaweed farmed world wide
• Kelp currently farmed in the USA, Norway, Faeroes, Rathlin.
successful trials at SAMS in Oban
• Greenwave USA – Community led model
• Truly sustainable jobs (such an abused word)
Brundtland Report in 1987, defines sustainability as “Development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs."

Diversifying into Seaweed
2016 obtained license from crown estate to
hand cut seaweed
Licenses state that each plant must be
allowed to regenerate with no change to
the habitat. All ‘bi-catch’ must be
recorded.

Farming seaweed
• 2017 obtained license for seaweed farm test site at an
exposed site in Outer Loch Broom
• Potential for small scale IMTA trials incorporating
shellfish with seaweed lines
• Obtained 75% funding from F.L.A.G for test site
(Thank you again EU you do a lot for coastal communities)

• On schedule to deploy lines this August. And then…

An alginate company called Marine Biopolymers submitted
a ‘scoping report’ for kelp dredging to Marine Scotland
Licensing.
No licenses currently exist for this type of ‘harvest’ it
would be a new ‘development’
Kelp would be dredged up by the holdfast which would
then be chopped off and lobed over the side.
In Norway it has been shown that the kelp does not always
grow back.
Kelps range is shrinking as a result of climate change.
MBL refer to the kelp forest as a ‘monoculture’
‘One of the most ecologically dynamic and biologically
diverse habitats on the planet’ (Birkett et al., 1998)

‘From a study of the tiny life associated with L.Hyperborea in Norway, 238
species were found, with an average of 8000 individuals per plant, and a
maximum of 80'000 individuals on one plant’. (Christy et al 2003)

Andy Jackson Laminaria hyperborea stipes off the Summer Isles near potential dredge
‘block ‘1

Kelps role
Provide shelter and food for a vast array of species, from commercially important
fish and shellfish, through to otters, sea birds, seals and us humans.
'The leisure and recreation industries directly reliant on coastal marine
biodiversity contribute >£11 billion to the UK economy each year' (Beaumont et
al. 2008).
‘Kelp forests prevent and alleviate the damage caused by flooding and storm
events’ (Smale et al 2013). ‘Kelp forests alter water motion and provide a buffer
against storm surges through wave dampening and attenuation and by reducing
the velocity of breaking waves’ (Lovas and Torum. 2001), in doing so, ‘Kelp
forests reduce coastal erosion and the movement of sand and pebbles from
adjacent beaches’ (Mork 1996; Lovas and Torum 2001).
‘By dying and drifting kelp may sequester more carbon than all other marine
plants’ (Jensen and Duarte. 2016)
‘Per acre these ‘blue carbon’ ecosystems absorb 20 x more atmospheric CO2
than terrestrial forests.’ (Jensen and Duarte.2016)

Current situation

This is the
choice.

Future situation?
A RACE TO THE BOTTOM

High value product

Low value commodity

Minimal environmental
disturbance

Significant environmental
disturbance

No collateral damage

Vast collateral damage

Small operators within
communities

One alginate company based
wherever

V

Public response so far
•

Over 16’000 signatures on petition against dredging. 2350 people wrote to
Marine Scotland with concerns. 200 businesses including Fishermen's Associations
(over 500 members) the Shellfish Association and major seafood exporters have
signed a west coast businesses against kelp dredging letter. There is no way
that dredging should be permitted to go ahead for the benefit of one alginate
company against the wishes of the coastal communities, and to the
detriment of the environment.

•

To grant this licence would be criminally short-sighted, and an act of pure
indifference to all those current thinkers for whom too often in the past
commercial advantage and arguable employment benefits have over-ruled
protection of the natural world. Some things are more precious than business.’
Adam Nicolson 2018, acclaimed author of The Seabird’s Cry and Sea Room

•

'It is time to put behind us the destructive dredging practices of the past, and
instead invest in building new nature-based seaweed cultivation systems that
will ensure all the abundance that the oceans contain, now and forever'. Sarah
Redmond 2018. Recognised leader in seaweed aquaculture.
Thanks to Noel for these pictures of the
seasavers and celeb pals at the peoples
walk for wildlife in London.

If you don’t want kelp dredging;
Mark Ruskells the Green MSP submitted an amendment to the crown estate bill
which means that seaweed can only be harvested as it is now . THIS WILL BE
VOTED ON SOON. Write to MSPs and ask them to support this amendment.
Google – Change.org no kelp dredge to find petition
Look for #nokelpdredge on twitter
www.facebook.com/nokelpdredging/
Read about kelp! Its AMAZING! Pictures below from beside potential kelp
dredge block number 1 at Achnahaird.
Google ‘Kelp kelp, glorious kelp
Vimeo’ to watch the film.

Andy Jackson

Andy Jackson

Thank you!

